
BANANABREEZE

AROMA: Immerse yourself in a captivating aroma
that evokes the freshness of freshly harvested
bananas. Our Banana Cream awakens your senses
with sweet and tropical notes, transporting you to a
lush Tropical garden.

PRODUCER: Dream Line World

FLAVOR: Experience the delight of authenticity with
every sip. Our Banana Cream seduces your palate
with a smooth and creamy flavor, highlighting the
presence of bananas. Enjoy an explosion of tropical
flavors delicately unfolding in your mouth, leaving an
unparalleled sense of satisfaction.

TEXTURE: Our Banana Cream boasts a silky texture
that caresses your palate with every sip. Its creamy
consistency glides smoothly, enveloping your mouth
in a unique sensory experience, offering a comforting
sensation that transports you to a oasis of pleasure. It
is presented in a gourmet fashion, emphasizing
elegance, with an authentic yellow color, ideal for
enjoying on any occasion.
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MANUFACTURING PROCESS: Our Banana Cream is a
harmonious dance between the traditional and the
exquisite. From the purity of the finest milk to the
intoxicating aroma of our natural flavors, each ingredient
is selected with passion. Starch becomes the solid base
that cradles the soul of our finest alcohols, blending into a
sweet melody to create a symphony of flavor. In each
bottle, a tale of dedication and love for the palate.

A D D I T I O N A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

OUR FORMULA: In our recipe, we use a careful selection of
fresh ingredients to enhance the natural flavor of
bananas. These ingredients, chosen for their freshness
and superior quality, bring a complexity that defines this
cream. Together, they create a rich and balanced flavor
experience, highlighting the dedication to capturing the
essence of a traditional cream with an innovative
presentation, integrated into the delicate artisanal
process that characterizes us uniquely.

HISTORY: Our story began years ago, in the heart of a
small community passionate about craftsmanship and
quality. Inspired by the rich tradition of artisanal distillation
and the desire to innovate, we began our journey with a
dream: to create unique creams that embodied a healthy
lifestyle, since it is made with natural and carefully
selected ingredients, our artisanal cream contains no
preservatives or artificial additives.



http://www.dreamlineworld.com/es.htmlDreamline@dreamlineworld.com

7,9 cm.

CARACTERISTICAS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Modelo / Model 

Largo / Long 

Ancho / Width 

Alto / High 

Volumen / Volume 

Peso / Weight 

Cajas x nivel / Boxes x level 

Cajas totales / Total boxes 

Botellas / Bottles

BOTELLA 
BOTTLE 

-

 7,9 cm 

7,9 cm 

20,5 cm 

500 ml

880 Gr

 -

 -

 -

CAJA 
BOX

-

22 cm

24,5 cm

22 cm

-

5,3 Kg.

 -

 -

 6

PALET
 PALLET

 Europallet

 120 cm

 80 cm

175 cm

-

 802 Kg

 21

147

 882

20,5 cm
.

250  mm.

370  m
m

.

170  mm.

80  mm.

120  mm.

205  m
m

.

CODIGO NC-TARIC: 22089069

L O G I S T I C  S H E E T
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